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Abstrakt
Cílem práce je seznámení se s problematikou uchovávání informace v DNA, provést rešerši
na téma transpozony, bioinformatické nástroje a algoritmy, které jsou používány k jejich
detekci v nasekvenovaných genomech a vytvořit tak stručný úvod do obsáhle problematiky,
včetně jejího zasazení do kontextu současně probíhajícího výzkumu v dané oblasti. Na
základě přehledu stávajících algoritmů a nástrojů pro detekci transpozonů je navržen a
implementován nástroj pro hledání tzv. LTR transpozonů.

Abstract
The paper offers brief introduction into DNA with focus on transposable elements also know
as transposons and how do they relate to the ongoing research into biology - seen mainly
from the bioinformatics point of view. The goal is to research past and concurrent tools
and algorithms that were developed for transposon detection in sequenced genomes. Based
on the surveyed designs a proposal for long terminal repeat transposons oriented tool is
created and implemented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Transposable elements or transposons have been in focus scientific community ever since
their discovery. Especially during last two decades, thanks to refined methods, the detail
understanding of mechanisms by which transposition in DNA takes places has been deep-
ened. And while transposons will be still subject of much discussion, since their variety
is very much as rich as nature itself, it is already beyond doubt that we cannot possibly
hope to fully understand the inner workings of living organisms prior to understanding the
transposons first.

Existence and behaviour of transposon has already shaped our understanding of evolu-
tion, evidence is growing in favour of notion that transposon activity can have a significant
impact on phenotype, and that in the past, especially in case of plants, transposons were
very likely accountable for faster mutation rates of their genome.

Many transposons are mostly considered junk or selfish DNA, but some have been shown
to have a vital role within genome. Mechanisms by which transposons propagate themselves
within genome are also used by viruses, in fact the line between virus and transposon is very
thin, and therefore reasons for transposon study are not only academical as transposon also
provide means to potentially introduce new genes into genome or regulate gene expression,
with possibly profound implication for medicine and industry.

With advancement in genome sequencing, the demand for new tools to streamline anno-
tation of newly sequenced genome has increased considerably, where automatic annotation
of transposons, despite significant advances in the area, is still one of the core issues that
is not exhaustively handled so far. Considering the wide range of transposons families
known today the concurrent detection algorithms face an ever increasing challenge. This
paper aims to highlight in abstract the general transposon features, that are used for their
detection, as well as difficulties that inevitably arise, when problem of such magnitude is
approached.
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The thesis first provides a general brief introduction into subject of our study, that is
biological information in form of DNA (see ch. 2) following with a classification of known
transposable elements in DNA (see ch. 3).

The research into subject of transposons eventually narrowed down the area of our
interest into particular type of transposons with

”
long terminal repeats“ and a survey was

performed on a history of bioinformatics tools that were developed to search for this type
of transposon in newly sequenced genomes (see ch. 4).

Based on the surveyed designs, the algorithm is proposed for implementation and more
detailed insight is provided into methods and data structures used (see ch. 6), namely we are
concerned with suffix array and how it can be used for efficient LTR transposon detection.

In the final chapters important aspects of the algorithm are highlighted with support of
testing results, showing that while such a tool can indeed be used for time efficient de-novo
LTR transposon detection, there are also some inherit flaws and limitations that may not
be apparent at first appraisal (see ch. 7).

Finally the last chapter discusses the results achieved and proposes further improve-
ments as well possible alternative approaches (see ch. 8).

Overall the thesis should provide a reasonable insight into LTR transposon prediction
task, the algorithm that was implemented as a by-product of this study demonstrates the
soundness of ideas, that motivated a former introduction of methods in question in the first
place. Since the author of this paper had only a limited prior knowledge and experience
of the applied bioinformatics, let alone LTR specific methods, the resulting software falls
short in comparison with current state-the-art transposon detection tools, but non-the less,
can be still used to illustrate one particular possible approach and underlying difficulties
that are inherently common even to the best of designs.
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Chapter 2

DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA is a molecule usually found in a form of double helix. En-
capsulated in every living cell it encodes genetic information specific for given organism.

Figure 2.1: Basic structure of DNA [1]

It’s backbone is made of sugars (deoxyribose) and phosphate groups (related to phos-
phoric acid), with the nucleic bases in complementary pairs of guanine, adenine, thymine,
and cytosine (or G,A,T,C for short) attached to the sugars [2].

More detailed chemical properties of DNA and are well beyond the intended scope of this
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paper, it should be noted however that all of the properties and functions the DNA shows
during it’s existence are based directly on chemistry of compounds involved. Therefore
whichever DNA function or activity which will be described further, all are determined
by chemical properties of the compounds involved, where we focus mostly on base pair
complementarity (A-T and G-C orU-A in case of RNA where U stands for uracil).

For instance some DNA related enzymes (complex biological molecules that fulfill var-
ious roles) bind only to certain parts on DNA that meet required chemical constraints,
which not only means that it binds to a certain nucleotide pattern (e.g. CACA.. .), but
also may require specific spatial alignment of the DNA strand that allow for such binding
along with additional proteins and energy to supply the reaction (often in form of adeno-
sine triphosphate) among other heat, pressure, ph, electro-magnetic waves - these are just
a glimpse of underlying physical conditions that must be met so that a DNA can carry out
its function of sustaining information in form of nucleotide sequence and thus essentially
sustaining the life itself.

From point of view of current applied bioinformatics we focus mostly on analyz-
ing the DNA sequence and relevant patterns and motifs it may contain. Finding and
annotating parts of the DNA that serve some specific function is the but a first step in un-
derstanding inner workings of any living organism, yet a completely essential step, and one
that is still far from being mastered. This functionality is however often context dependent,
so the same motif in different place in DNA or in a different environment may suddenly
gain or lose functionality.

Another prominent field in bioinformatics is protein-folding which aims to build and
improve models to predict the shape of the protein given its amino acid chain. Proteins
are direct products of process know as DNA translation. Where every 3 nucleotides in
a restricted sequence of RNA that was transcribed from DNA denote a specific amino acid
(e.g. UCU → serotonin) function mapping nucleotide triplet to amino acid is known as
genetic code [3].

Perhaps the most profound quality of DNA is it’s ability to retain information by con-
stant replication which is almost error-free. This is not property of DNA alone but much
rather whole apparatus that constantly keeps information in form of DNA from falling apart.

Aspects of DNA sustaining apparatus, with regard to transposon study are the follow-
ing: Cell helps to provide stable conditions, mediates the state of the outside environment.
In eukaryotic cells DNA is further isolated in nucleus. How the DNA is spatially aligned is
also very important for instance single strand may form loops (see fig.2.2) due to base
complementarity - in analogy similar curve and bends may occur through accumulation
of repeats of nucleotide, as even bonded pairs exhibit attraction or repulsion. In order
to accommodate long DNA in limited space several types of proteins, known as histones
(see fig.2.2) have evolved, these help to bind and wrap long DNA strand into more compact
spatial form, thus effectively compressing DNA, but also severely limiting it’s functionality,
by physically restraining the access of enzymes.

Process where DNA strand is duplicated (takes place during cell division), is called
DNA replication it is dependent on DNA polymerase enzyme, prior to its binding
often requires a smaller molecule RNA called primer to be attached to specific pattern
called primer binding site (PBS).
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Figure 2.2: Example of rna/dna structures - loops and histone strand packing [4].

In order to create a protein DNA must first be transcribed into RNA by enzyme called
RNA polymerase, there are actually different variants of this enzyme denoted as poly-
merase I. II. III. each can create different types of RNA that have various purposes:

1. mRNA (matrix) – serves as template for Ribosome which is another complex
molecule that translates mRNA into protein in accordance with genetic code as men-
tioned above. Ribosome itself is partly protein and partly another type of RNA, called
rRNA, the fact that ribosome is combined product of transcription (DNA→ rRNA)
and translation (mRNA→ protein) is another good illustration of complexity and
interconnection common in micro-biology.

2. tRNA (transport) – each tRNA binds to its corresponding amino acid creating a
complex that can then enter into translation process, where Ribosome moves over
mRNA and creates a chain of amino acids, based on tRNA - mRNA 3 base com-
plementarity for each position on the mRNA, effectively implementing the genetic
code.

3. microRNA, small interfering siRNA – participates in gene expression, often
based on nucleotide complementarity bonds with its target mRNA and thus influ-
encing translation or transcription activity. As such they are also play a role
in regulating viruses or transposons in general.

The importance of gene expression can never be overemphasized, consider the fact
that in each cell of eukaryotic organism resides the same perfect copy of the original DNA
yet for example cells that form skin exhibit very different properties to blood cells, all the
difference is due to gene expression regulation. Indeed as such gene expression mechanisms
are still in constant focus of research today and likely will be for centuries to come.

The difference between regular living organism and virus is exactly the fact that virus
lack the complete apparatus needed to sustain itself (often it does however code some parts
of the apparatus, naturally those that help the virus to thrive) and being little more than
DNA or RNA strand it instead seeks to embed itself into host DNA to make use of its host
apparatus.
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Over the course of evolution hosts have developed countermeasures to invading viruses
largely based on regulating virus gene expression, those hosts whose genome was unable to
come up with some kind of effective regulation would eventually go extinct as replicating
virus could exhausts hosts resources. However not all viruses must show such detrimental
effects to the host, after all virus that is capable of effectively exterminate its host will
exterminate itself in the long run. As a result we are left mostly with viruses that do
submit to some kind of regulation.

In fact there are instances of genes today that provide absolutely essential function to
its bearer where we can judge with high degree of certainty that these genes were originally
viruses that later became what we now consider integral part of the respective genome [5].

In a sense all higher species are products of careful balancing of genes and their expres-
sion be it virus or “their own” genes, regulation doesn’t really discriminate on such level,
whatever works for the moment can move on to the next generation, and what can move
to next generation can eventually mutate and be subject to natural selection.

It can be argued that all the evolved organism are meant to be adept envelopes for
propagation of DNA regardless of the supposed affinity of the genes involved.
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Chapter 3

Transposons

Transposons or transposable elements [6] are the segments of DNA that are able to change
their genomic location to another by a cut/copy-and-paste mechanism. As such they
represent a way by which a unit of information they bear can be copied over or moved
within genome.

This not only means they play vital role as gene carrier and gene expression reg-
ulators, thus being one of the significant forces behind evolution. Transposons also give
means to directly introduce new foreign elements into DNA enabling practically endless
possibilities in regards to gene expression study and ultimately genetic engineering. Un-
derstanding the mechanisms behind transposons is therefore one of the current top priority
research areas.

For example transposable elements constitute as little as 10% of genome in several fish
species, in case of humans repeats constitute about 45% which is about the same ratio as in
maize genome, where transposons and their influence on phenotype were first annotated [7]
as their activity can impact colouring of the kernels, and even up to 90% is observed in
wheat genome.

The impact of transposons on gene expression varies greatly, consider the fact the in-
sertion can dramatically change or completely damage its target insertion site. As is to
be expected however, evolution will only favor transposons whose behavior maintains some
sort of sustainable equilibrium and these are often subject to regulation [6], most notably:

• DNA-methylation [8] is a common mechanism of cell differentiation, where methyl
groups bind to adanine or cytosine thereby restricting binding of transcription pro-
teins. During evolution of higher species this mechanisms gave rise to so called CpG
islands that formed near 5’ end of many genes so that they can regulate their ex-
pression by blockign the binding of RNA polymerase, for instance in case of humans
- depending on the tissue type of the cell about 50% to 90% of CpG islands are
methylated [9].

• RNA interference is mediated by microRNA or small interfering siRNA which
along with a group of enzymes called RNA-induced silencing complex, targets specific
mRNA and dissolves it, based on microRNA or siRNA complementarity to their
respective mRNA counterparts [10].

• overproduction inhibition is a general term that implies some sort of self-regulation,
specifically in case of some DNA transposons (class II) it has been demonstrated that
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increase in production of transposase enzyme can eventually lead to decline of trans-
position activity [11, 12].

As a result most of the transposon activity is actually silenced or regulated at the very
least and as such, along with a fact that many transposon do not code any proteins, trans-
posons have, and for the large part still are, considered junk DNA. It is worth mentioning
that transposons provide means of actually deleting parts of DNA, as transposon can be
cut out and following insertion can fail.

The following sections introduce basic transposon classification.

3.1 RNA transposons (Class I)

Depend on reverse transcriptase enzyme that creates DNA from RNA intermediate,
which is a product of regular transcription, for that reason they are also referred to as
retrotransposons. These are further divided between [6]:

Long Terminal Repeats transposons (LTR)

LTR are well suited for detection as they are encapsulated in long terminal repeats, that
is two long identical sequences. They usually carry whole set of genes needed for their
propagation within genome.

Figure 3.1: LTR transposon are characterised by identical sequences at their 5’ and 3’ ends. .

• Gag region encodes the protein proteins that enable the virus RNA survive outside
and propage between cells.

• Pol region (present in autonomous viruses) encodes reverse transcriptase enzyme and
integrase enzyme.

• Env region encodes virus envelope that can merge with the cell membrane, encapsu-
lation Gag proteins and their virus RNA playload.

• TSD or TSR
”
target site duplication“ also known as

”
target site repeats“ are very

short (4-8bp) direct repeats that are created upon insertion of transposon.

Long Interspersed Elements (LINE)

Share much the same structure as LTR transposons do, except they lack the very thing
that makes the LTR so distinctive - large repeats at both ends.
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Figure 3.2: Active LINE and LTR alike must contain the open reading frames (5’ prefix of
DNA denoted with a stop codon at 3’ end).

Short Interspersed Elements (SINE)

SINE use the same transposition mechanism as LINEs but they lack the genes for enzymes
needed for their replication, and depend on either host or more complex autonomous trans-
posons to provide them.

Figure 3.3: SINEs are distinctly different from LTR and LINE, in that they lack the genes
needed for their own reproduction within genome.

Note that this categorization is based on structural similarities, and may not be sufficient
to account for the full richness of the transposons, mainly from the evolutionary perspective,
for more exhaustive classification of eukaryotic transposons see [13]. The mechanisms of
different replication RNA transposons subclasses are similar but not identical and will be
described further.

What’s quite puzzling about Class I retrotransposons is how many regulation methods
and strategies have been developed during course of evolution in order to keep host and
supposed junk DNA of these transposons in equilibrium. Note that transposition mecha-
nisms based on (DNA → RNA → DNA) by transcriptase and reverse transcriptase) used
by RNA tranposon class is often used by so called retroviruses (virus is retrotransposon that
can survive encapsulated RNA and move across different genomes) therefore understanding
properties of this class will directly contribute into understanding of immune system and
gene expression in general.
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Figure 3.4: LTR (A) and LINEs (B) use RNA polymerase II transcription to get mRNA
which then, instead of being translated into protein, is integrated back to DNA using
reverse transcriptase and integrase enzymes [5].

1. In both cases DNA gets transcribed by polymerase into mRNA.

2. (A) LTR mRNA to double-strand DNA using reverse transcriptase and host repair.

(B) LINE mRNA can bind to a break created by endonuclease enzymes.

3. (A) LTR ends help to bind with integrase enzyme to create a cleaving wedge-like
complex, that is attached to a cleavage in DNA.

(B) Reverse transcriptase is creates a complementary DNA.

4. (A) LTR double strand is integrated.

(B) LINE mRNA is discarded and host repair moves in to create a missing comple-
mentary DNA.

In case of LTR, the transposition really resembles an insertion, where transcribed LTR
mRNA is used to obtain double strand DNA (this relies on reverse transcriptase to obtain
complementary single strand DNA, to which its complementary strand is synthesized by
regular host repairing mechanism). Thanks to near identity of LTR end’s the DNA along
with a recombinase and integrases forms wedge- like complex that is able to insert the new
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copy back into the original DNA (see fig. 3.4), by cutting and gluing both strands of target
site.

LINEs and SINE lack LTR ends and do not form this complex, so they use rather more
opportunistic approaches. Hoping to append it’s mRNA into single strand breaks (breaks
occur as a result of increased activity of endonuclease enzymes that are usually encoded
in LINEs), this attached mRNA is then reverse transcribed to obtain transposon DNA,
further steps are then again handled by hosts DNA repair mechanisms, that have to expel
attached mRNA, a synthesize complementary strand of the just- inserted transposon DNA
(see fig. 3.4). Again please note, that actual methods of transposition are much more varied
in closer detail - in respect to different different rate of transposon propagation given the
host and it’s environment and variation of enzymes used.

Retrotransposons account for most of transposons units in genomes as they provide
means for transposon to copy. Recent studies support the notion that transposon activ-
ity is often dependent on environment, this is well observed especially in case of plants,
where increased stress leads to higher transposon activity [14], thereby effectively creating
potential means for adaptation to the new conditions. Alternatively insertion may also
dramatically damage the current system, but while harmful insertions can, and indeed do
occur, the observed odds are tipped in favor of less detrimental insertions - again systems
that are, or were, too volatile in regards to increased transposon activity are eventually
ruled out by evolution.

As a result we can observe that transposon are often copied and pasted to specific regions
of DNA chromosomes, effectively creating an aggregate that can impact gene expression in
it’s vicinity. Preferred regions of insertions also means that recursive insertions (i.e. new
insertion into previous insertions) may occur with higher probability imposing increased
demands on transposon prediction algorithms.

Gene expression can be influenced by retrotransposon mRNA further since it can act
as interfering RNA for homological mRNA of the host genes which would normally get
translated, but retrotransposon mRNA may bind to host mRNA due to complementarity
and prevent the translation. This is actually a common mechanism by which the host can
prevents transposons from copying by transcribing RNA complementary to mRNA inter-
mediate of a virus, this along with restriction endonuclease system is a vital mechanism
of the immune system [15].

SINE rely on RNA polymerase III (which is used for shorter transcripts such as
tRNA) and are the most numerous most diverse and as such also most obscure in regards
to their impact on their respective genome as they often do not carry any genes, and are
considered mostly junk DNA, however there are instances of evidence that SINE can be
involved in gene expression regulation.
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Figure 3.5: Primates family tree, derived from mutation of ALU elements [16]. Relatively
high rate of transposon activity gave rise to the new, species-specific mutations of SINE
transposons on the Y-chromosone [17].

Retrotransposons are believed to by one of the oldest factors behind evolution as they
are prevalent, to varying degree, in basically any life-form known to us. Given their reliance
on RNA intermediates it can be hypothesized that they their appearance took place at the
very early stages of origin of life, as they are one of the simplest self replicating entities.
SINE diversity and relatively fast rate of mutation resulting from SINE activity gives us
means to differentiate even between closely related species, as is demonstrated in case ALU
elements in primates (see fig. 3.5). While ALU makes up to 10% of the human genome
it is understood to be generally junk DNA [16], with highly speculative impact on gene
expression at most. Transposon activity it self however leads to increased rate of mutation
in any genome providing an important extra drive for evolution.
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3.2 DNA transposons (Class II)

DNA transposons can be divided further into 2 subclasses [18].

• DNA Transposons depending on DNA transposase whose operational radius
is denoted by terminal inverse regions (TIR). It is a cut-and-paste mechanism, during
insertion short target site is duplicated, thus providing along with TIR and gene for
transposase additional signal vital for their denovo detection [6]. Non-autonomous
version of these transposons also exists , these would lack genes coding the trans-
posase enzyme (see 3.6).

Figure 3.6: TIR means that 5’ end identical to 3’ end if inverted, canonical DNA transposon
carries genes for coding transposase, this ezyme again exists in many different variants some
of which only target their very specific DNA transposons. Transposase provides clean cut-
and-paste procedure, and these transposon are arguably the most autonomous of all the
transposons, much like in case of LTR, the TIR regions can form a wedge-like complex with
transposase enzyme, that cuts both DNA-strands.

• Helitrons and Mavericks use a mechanism related to rolling-circle [19] replication
and strand displacement strategy (see fig.3.7), that results from binding properties
of conserved TC 5’ and CT 3’ ends, transposition is also sometimes dependent on
special DNA polymerase encoded by transposon [13].
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Figure 3.7: Strand displacement is more analogical to the LINE and SINE transposition,
where single strand seeks to embed itself to nearby reachable chromosomal locations. And
once single strand is embedded into target DNA strand, DNA repair mechanisms should
again synthesize the missing complementary DNA strand for both source and target. During
this transpostion region immediately following the transposon are often also copied over.

By contrast to RNA transposons the DNA transposons (class II) do not operate by
RNA intermediates, which is where large amount of gene expression regulation takes place,
and as such are considered less host dependent than retrotransposons (class I). This also
means they create less strain for the genome as they do not threaten to overproduce it’s
copies since they rely on cut-and-paste rather than copy-and-paste. Moreover DNA trans-
position is less prone to error and mutation, both for the transposon in question and their
host genome, since DNA is more stable then single RNA intermediate of retrotransposons,
even better transposase dependent systems are showing overproduction inhibition, where
increased presence of transposase in the cell will eventually lead to lower transpostion rates
and unlike regulation of RNA transposon, this ihibition of DNA transposition seems to be
quite host independent [11].

As such DNA transposons present suitable candidates for implanting new genes into the
genome with higher degree of control providing potential means for genetic engineering.

DNA transposons evolution-wise are believed to be of younger origin than their retro-
transposon counterparts and much less host independent for instance in case of human
genome only 2% of the total DNA are considered to be DNA transposons compared to 40%
that is of retrotranspoon origin (of which one quarter are SINE) [16].

This accounts for the very brief introduction of transposons. Given the limited scope
of this paper readers are encouraged to study the referenced literature further in order to
avoid any misconceptions that could easily arise from oversimplification of such a broad
subject.
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Chapter 4

Transposon prediction tools

The later methods will be concerned mostly with transposon with long terminal repeats
(or LTR for short) which are in general considerably more structured but also more varied
in terms of length than the other shorter SINE transposons and more common then DNA
transposons. So in this short introduction we will atempt to explore transposon prediction
in general. The emphasis is put on bioinformatics angle of view.

First let’s briefly review pervasive intricacies of bioinformatics in general:

• We face a huge amount of data that is often incomplete and presumably contains
errors.

• Our understanding of the semantics of the underlying data is still limited, but in
general it was shown that often parts of the DNA that exhibit some sort of function
are the parts that stand out statistically against what would be randomly generated
sequence.

• In presence of knowledge most common operation then is pattern matching with
emphasis on varying degree of homology rather than identity to account for muta-
tions.

For these reasons we require algorithms that can cover very wide ranges of motifs that
are based on broad variety of structural similarities that are present across different families
of transposons. While transposon classification from previous chapter denote about four
structurally distinct models of transposons, there are many known cases of transposons,
that do not completely satisfy either of the proposed models and sometimes show features
that are specific to more than one model.

Common pattern matching/alignment is exhaustively handled by dynamic programming
algorithms Needleman-Wunsch [20] for global alignment and Smith-Waterman [21] for
local alignment. Both methods introduce scoring matrix for pairing any two nucleotides
and may employ different policies for penalizing gaps. Where:

• Global alignment takes two strings and seeks where to insert gaps into either sequence
to get a best score possible.
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• Local alignment takes one string as a query and tries to find subsequences in the
second string that match the query.

Method is then to compute accumulated score value for all possible alignments by filling
up the value of cells Mi,j of matrix M between two sequences and (for the global alignment)
and finally tracking the path between Mimax,jmax and M0,0 since each cell is filled up based
on value of exactly one neighbouring cell (see fig. 4.1).

S A C G T
A 8 -2 -3 -3
C 8 -4 2
G 8 -2
T 8

Mi,j is maximum from:
Mi−1,j−1 + S(seq1(i), seq2(j)) (value of paired nuclueotides)

Mi,j−1 − gap (penalty for gap in 1st sequence)
Mi−1,j − gap (penalty for gap in 2nd sequence)

M seq1(0) seq1(1) . . .
seq2(0) 8 3 . . .
seq2(1) 3 16 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 4.1: Example of scoring matrix for dynamic programming alignment algorithms and
rule for computing a value of a cell in an alignment matrix. Bellow, example of a start
of alignment matrix M computation, where first two nucleotides are a match and gap is
penalized by -5.

Since the computation of a whole alignment matrix is quite costly and content of gene
databases that is to be aligned is still growing, modifications of these algorithms exist that
are usually based on greedily filling up the M matrix by expanding only the apparently
promising paths. This approach doesn’t guarantee the best of possible alignments but
heuristics are often implemented such that reasonably reliable estimate close to the ideal
alignment can be obtained.

Perhaps the most outspoken example is BLAST [22] (Basic Local Alignment Search
Tool) that uses robust heuristics for faster run times while sacrificing reasonable amount
of precision, the main idea being the expectation, that any two similar sequences will most
likely contain some short identical subsequences, therefore rather then trying to insert gaps
into the sequences to see whether we get a better alignment score, we search for very
short exact matches between words (usually of length 3 for proteins and of length 11 for
DNA/RNA) to get hits which can be sought very fast, but to do so both database and the
query need to be decomposed first to get these words. If enough hits accumulate in close
vicinity algorithm can claim to have found a similar sequences. Please note exact detail
of these heuristics and mechanisms of their implementation is a result of two decades of
research and application even though the core ideas sound rather simplistic.

These algorithms however expect a pattern to look for to make a match, while we can
still use this approach to discover one specific transposon or it’s close relatives, we would
require a whole library of known transposon patterns, and even then this approach provides
no means of discovering previously unknown families of transposons.

For these reasons we also require algorithms that can cover very wide ranges of motifs
that are based on broad variety of structural similarities that are present across different
families of transposons. While transposon classification from previous chapter denote about
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four structurally distinct models of transposons, there are many known cases of transposons,
that do not completely satisfy either of the proposed models and sometimes show features
that are specific to more than one model.

Above mentioned factors reflect in developed tools - as to this date (and that will likely
hold in any near future) there is no single tool, that could

”
out of the box“ predict and an-

notate completely and exhaustively all transposons in any given DNA sequence, if such feat
is ever to be achieved it will be through whole conglomerate of tools, as methods of trans-
posons detection vary dramatically between different transposon classes and even within
boundaries of each class success rate of detection highly dependent on input parameters
for the underlying algorithm in order to maintain universality of the tools with respect to
notable variations even within one class.

Therefore every practical application of these tools is constant struggle to balance false
negatives and false positives leading to notable demands on both computational and
human resources, which leaves a lot of potential for future development and optimization.

4.1 Non-LTR transposon prediction

The basic property of transposons is that they propagate themselves within and in-between
genomes, so lacking any more specifics we might as well attempt to obtain all the repeats
for given genome, however not all repeats are of transposon origin and further signals are
needed to distinguish these reports.

In case of autonomous transposons we can usually be quite successful by looking for
enzymes (and their various mutations) that are directly involved in transposition namely:

• Autonomous LINE (class I)

– reverse transcriptase enzyme

– integrase enzyme

– endonuclease enzyme

– signs of gag and env proteins (in case of viruses)

• Autonomous DNA transposon (class II)

– transposase

– DNA polymerase (rarely)

And for all the cases these should be encapsulated in open reading frames (ORF),
which are DNA sequences marked simply by the absence of a stop codon (which is, in ac-
cordance with genetic code, anyone of the following 3 triplets TGA, TAA or TAG). In case
of retrotransposons poly(A) tail is sometimes present [23], this A rich sequence is usually
appended at the end of a transricbtion process to make transcript more stable mRNA, this
addition then becomes permanent part of the transposon DNA after being retranscribed
by reverse transcriptase, prior to this special tRNA needs to bind to a primer binding
site (PBS) on retrotransposon intermediate RNA so that reverse transciptase can begin
the process, PBS therefore being essential for identifying retrotransposons.
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In case of non-autonomous transposons situation is more complicated, especially in case
of SINE that on average range from average 300bp up to 700bp long and it’s difficult to find
any common structural homology, save that their 5’ end contains tRNA-like features,
and that have to be compliment with reverse transcriptase enzyme, and that many SINEs
are recognized by restriction endonucleases (basically enzymes evolved to keep specific retro-
viruses in check). SINEs form many distinct families (around 170 (see fig. 4.2)) so trying to
find a mutations of a common ancestor using a database of SINEs, is a viable approach [24].

Figure 4.2: SINE often mimic features of tRNA and are also later transcribed by RNA
polymerase III, histogram shows lengths for 170 distinct families of SINEs according to
SINEbase.

For many SINE their 3’ end is arguably derived from 3’ end of particular LINE trans-
posons, the very type of transposons on which SINE relies on for providing reverse tran-
scriptase and integrase genes, that is need for SINE transcription, pointing to common
origins, these being simply trimmed LINE (LINE span around 6k nucleotides), while other
SINEs seem to be of completely different independent origin.

As mentioned, absent any SINE database we still might attempt to search for repeats
of a given length using tools such as RepeatMasker [25], assuming transposons have been
copied over enough times - however, not all such repeats are actual transposons, and ratio
of copies varies significantly depending on the genome.

Practical means of transposon detection do not rely only on algorithms, laboratory
methods have been developed to tag desired SINEs during RNA polymerase III chain re-
action [26].

The above mentioned approaches are also utilized in detection of LTR transposons, be
it with different fine tuning, we will always be looking for some common structural homol-
ogy usually length dependent along with some additional signal in term of specific genes or
other special sequences.
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Chapter 5

Survey of LTR transposons
prediction tools and algorithms

Long terminal repeats and usual gene payload makes these transposons most promising
candidates for de-novo detection using an algorithm alone, and for this reason they are
picked as our case study.

Figure 5.1: Canonical model of virus LTR transposon (see also fig. 3.1).

While LTR sequence sequence identity ranges between 70%-100%, for the most LTR
transposons it holds above 90%, this implies they will also probably contain a lot of relatively
long exact matches for sequences between 5’ and 3’, and identification of repeats is therefore
a good starting point.

However in case of LTR we expect some minimum and maximum distance between the
terminal repeats of single transposon, so generating all repeats within genome using tools
such as RepeatMasker will lead to many repeat pairs that cannot possibly form a LTR pair,
and since the process of generating and sifting all these invalid pairs is very costly, there is
advantage to be had in specialized LTR finding algorithms.
The articles concerning LTR transposons in particular show the strategies and their dif-
ferent implementations with varying performance can be employed to tackle one single
problem, that is relatively well-defined.
The tools presented are listed in historical order of publication, as often later publication
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provide improvement or comparison to the previous algorithms.

5.1 LTR STRUC

LTR STRUC (2003) is one of the first attempts at algorithm specialized in LTR transposon
de-novo prediction. While surpassed by later algorithms in performance, it still highlights
the important LTR transposon features that need to be addressed.

What should be stated beforehand is that algorithm depends on several parameters
such as length constraints for LTR pairs or threshold for LTR similarity, and in a sense
was meant to be a tool to better statistically appraise the features of LTR transposons that
have been subject to considerable mutations [27].

The core idea revolves around paring tandem repeats from 5’ and 3’ end:

1. For each position in genome we try to find initial tandem match or
”
seed“, once

sufficiently long tandem match (about 40bp in practice, with sufficiently large distance
between them) is found we assume that they are part of the single LTR transposon,
then algorithm moves outwards for each direction of the initial tandem match to
extend LTR as far as possible.

2. Extension from initial match is done in discreet steps where we chose two regions of
size N (practically N = 100) from supposed 5’ and 3’ LTR next to the initial matches.
Between these two regions the alignment of their common longest sequence is sought,
this is applied recursively for as long as shorter and shorter common sequences can be
aligned, that respect the previous longer alignments, until we are left with unalignable
gaps between aligned sequences, then sum of lengths of aligned sequences to N denotes
a homology between two regions in question.

3. Next extension is again done for regions of length N immediately adjacent to the
end of last aligned sequence from previous step. We keep extending as long as the
homology of two consecutive extensions doesn’t fall and keep bellow threshold (70%),
and if the drop in homology is steep then the site very likely denotes a true end of
transposon, else the seeding was likely incorrect.

There are a few issues with this approach, firstly the algorithm tries to find the seeds
from all the positions in the genome, that effectively means that each single position will
be tested times and times again with different starting offset.

Secondly the greedy alignment strategy where we align the longest matches first, along
with the fact that we align only within segments of fixed length, doesn’t guarantee to find
the most optimal alignment possible for the two LTR, but in practice is sufficient for LTR
with high degree of identity (down to 80%).

Overall it can be said that brute-force approach of seeding practically compensates the
limits of chosen alignment strategy. And leads to practically usable tool, that has some
issues with computing time and is limited to LTR pairs that haven’t mutated as much.
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5.2 LTR par

LTR par (2006) is build on the same strategy as LTR STRUC, but instead of generating
possible large number of redundant comparisons, it builds a suffix tree (in form of a suffix
array). The suffix array (SA), once constructed over DNA sequence, allows for an identifi-
cation of all the longest common substrings in the string [28].

The suffix array (SA) of a string S is the lexicographically sorted array of all
its suffixes. From this sorted SA so called longest common prefix array (LCP), this
array holds a length of a maximal possible prefix shared by two consecutive suffixes from SA.

Take for example string S = ACACTGCACT# where
SA[0] to SA[length(S)-1] is a suffix array of string S
LCP[0] to LCP[length(S)-2] is the longest common prefix array
SI[0] to SI[length(S)-1] is a starting index of given suffix in string S

SA[0]= # SI[0]= 10
SA[1]= ACACTGCACT# LCP[0]= 0 SI[1]= 0
SA[2]= ACT# LCP[1]= 2 SI[2]= 7
SA[3]= ACTGCACT# LCP[2]= 3 SI[3]= 2
SA[4]= CACT# LCP[3]= 0 SI[4]= 6
SA[5]= CACTGCACT# LCP[4]= 4 SI[5]= 1
SA[6]= CT# LCP[5]= 1 SI[6]= 8
SA[7]= CTGCACT# LCP[6]= 2 SI[7]= 3
SA[8]= GCACT# LCP[7]= 0 SI[8]= 5
SA[9]= T# LCP[8]= 0 SI[9]= 9
SA[10]= TGCACT# LCP[9]= 1 SI[10]= 4

Key to understanding beneficial effect of a suffix array and its longest common prefix
array is the following: LCP holds information on length and position of all longest repeats
present in S.

The construction of suffix array for string S of length(S) = n using conventional meth-
ods leads to O(n ∗ log(n)) time complexity since the suffixes in arrays need remain sorted,
however advanced methods have been developed for construction of suffix tree/array with
amortized O(n) for fixed alphabets [29, 30, 31]. The basic principle that allows for this
speed up, is due to the fact that suffixes SA[i] of string S that are being sorted are not
completely unique as they often share long exact suffixes.

Adaptation of these SA construction methods for the purposes of LTR transposon find-
ing is the core feature of LTR par, by which it outperforms LTR STRUC, both in execution
speed and reliability. Unfortunately detailed description of such method for fast construc-
tion of suffix array with respect to transposon length restrictions is well beyond scope
intended for preliminary examination such as this one, as concurrent SA construction al-
gorithms are result of at least a decade of research, results of which are several algorithms
each with it’s own strengths and weaknesses.
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The prefixes of suffixes in SA whose position in genome further meet spatial constraints
imposed by LTR transposons - that is minimum and maximum allowed distance between
5’ and 3’ LTR create a candidate LTR pair, so that this pair is defined by exactly longest
exact match achievable.

Figure 5.2: Diagram for distance (Dmin, Dmax) and length (Lmin, Lmax) constraints.

Following parameters are very much essential and present in all LTR prediction tools:

• Dmin and Dmax denote how far apart each potential LTR 5’ and 3’ end can be.

• Lmin and Lmax denote how long any single LTR region can be.

SA and LCP can help us to detect all possible candidate LTR pairs (or seeds for short),
these are exact matches, the longer the match the more likely it is truly part of some actual
repeat. Bordering regions of these exact matches are aligned (see fig. 5.2) using variant
of dynamic programming global alignment algorithm modification of Needleman-Wunsch
with with affine gap penalties [32] (that’s basically big penalization for introducing gap first
time and smaller penalization for extending it when filling up an alignment matrix).

• Lex is shortest exact seed match to be considered for alignment. If we expected
homology between the LTR end’s is between then setting ψ ∈ (0.0, 0.4), it would be
statistically reasonable to expect that both LTR end’s of minimal length Lmin will
both contain at least one exact match (seed) of length Lex = Lmin

ψ·Lmin+1 .

Figure 5.3: Extension of seed (i, j) to be aligned, s1 and s3 are aligned in reverse.

The reasoning behind Lex estimate is that dynamic programming alignment is costly,
so fewer the seeds the faster the algorithm performs, but if we demand the seeds to be too
long we might miss up on some more divergent LTR pair ends.

LTR par algorithm was the first to effectively utilize suffix array in task of finding
the initial pair of matches. This approach was adapted by all of the tools to follow, and
remains the state-of-the-art today, be it with certain improvements to the implementation
of the array, or by adding additional post processing steps, like scan for transposon specific
internal genes, after structural features of LTR transposon have been annotated.
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5.3 LTR finder

LTR finder (2007) also uses the suffix tree/array based approach to generating LTR pairs
proposed in LTR par, on top of this it scans internal parts of candidate transposons for
additional matches of relevant proteins and enzymes [33]:

Figure 5.4: Representation of canonical LTR transposon, with detail of pol genes.

Details on the underling implementation are scarce, but alignment strategy for deter-
mining the approximate end points of LTR ends seem to rely on local alignment (Smith-
Waterman) to get a better estimate of LTR exact borders as an extra step after global
alignment method (Needleman-Wunsch) which often may not find the best actual align-
ment since it basically only tries to expand alignment from a fixed seed positions. Obtained
borders are once more checked for short target site repeat (see fig. 3.1).

Once candidate LTR borders are marked transciptase is sought by searching for it’s
conserved elements , the rest of the enzymes are searched for by tool ScanProsite [34]
that relies on extensive database of protein motifs.

Also implementation of suffix array is possibly of different origin than in case of LTR par.

The LTR finder runs as a publicly available web service and creates a useful reference
point for comparison of outputs from different algorithms. Application also provides a good
introduction into user defined parameters that must be specified prior to running most of
LTR transposon finding algorithms.

5.4 Greedier

Greedier (2007), unlike the rest of the tools listed here, is not specifically meant for LTR
detection, its goal is to find insertion, fragmentation and deletions given the library of re-
peats (transposons) for given genome, these are problems that need to be addressed in case
transposons of any type, LTR included [35].

The principle idea is the following, since the library of repeats usually consists of large
number of motifs fast algorithm such as BLAST is used to mask these motifs in the genome,
matches that satisfy the similarity constraints are then excised from the genome, and process
of masking and excising continues as long as there are matches to be excised.

With each new iteration step similarity constraints for BLAST may be loosened so as
to allow for the older presumably more mutated transposons to be detected - naturally at
increased risk of false positives and since sequences from previous steps are excised, it is
possible to detect insertions.
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Figure 5.5: Simple example where repeat unit is has had two close hits, which will form
a simple 2 vertex graph with fitness value computed based on percentage of repeat unit
covered (here 100%) and gaps between the hits.

BLAST usually returns series of small hits for each repeat unit from database, these are
connected by the algorithm to a graph, where each vertex represents a hit and each edge
in the graph joins two or more vertexes to form a higher unit that will show even higher
similarity to the repeat unit in the database. Each such graph is associated with a fitness
value between zero and one - this value reflects the percent identity and the length of the
connected to the repeat unit in the database all the graphs are checked, and the one with
highest fitness is excised first, the vertexes are always joined so that the resulting graph
fitness is maximal possible hence the name Greedier.

This approach is dependent on the quality of the database content but can still be
used in de-novo transposon finding, where we first identify the full well-defined LTR trans-
posons that will create a library of repeats, to be used for search of older insertions or even
fragments of the LTR transposons in question.

Algorithm reports two to three times more potential transposon hits then regular non-
transposon oriented repeat masking algorithms, since it has potential to deal with inser-
tions and highly divergent repeats, while certainly improvement, the realistic values are
understood to be lower, due to increased chance of false positives if given loose similarity
constraints.

5.5 LTRharvest

LTRharvest (2008) uses the same model as LTR par, but with alternative algorithms and
data structures for generation of LTR seeds and their following alignment [36].
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Figure 5.6: Work flow of the LTRharvest is basically common to all LTR transposon tools.

Suffix array is build using methods from multi-purpose bioinformatics platform Ge-
nomic Tools [37], implementation of the suffix array takes advantage of the fact that
suffix array for one string is always the same, so once costly computed it is stored for future
use, as we often run algorithms for the same genome with different length and distance
constraint. The array takes between 5 to per nucleotide in the genome (extra bytes are
required for particular coding that allows for sorting the suffix array in amortized O(n)).

Alignment during extension phase is handled by algorithm X-drop [38], the algorithm
uses advanced heuristics and greedy alignment strategy to obtain theoretical same - or
similar results the classical dynamic programming algorithm would obtain, while drastically
decreasing alignment run-time (even tenfold).

Another notable addition is the clustering of the reported transposons based on their
output signals (length, similarity etc.), which may help in faster identification of malformed
or low confidence candidates, that will likely fall into sparsely populated clusters.

As a results LTRharvest offers notable performance boost while sacrificing almost noth-
ing from the reliability - benchmark shows precision comparable to previous LTR prediction
designs. Also being part of the whole set of continuously maintained set of bioinformatics
tools it’s possibly most wholesome solution to the LTR prediction currently readily avail-
able.
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5.6 LTRdigest

LTRdigest (2009) was created as complementary tool to LTRharvest. While LTRhavest
considers structural features of LTR transposons, LTRdigest aim to scan for the transposon
related genes [39].

It stands out from the previously listed methods as it uses hidden Markov model-
based algorithms to detect retrotransposon-associated protein domains, as well as primer
binding sites and poly-purine tracts by local alignment. The HMM can be either trained by
user provided sequences or the trained models can obtained from Pfam [40] protein family
database.

HMMs are arguably good approach for detecting motifs with even rather high diversity
from the original and also surpass dynamic programing alignment methods in run-time,
however difficulty in creation of a reliable model can be a significant drawback.

5.7 LTRsift

LTRsift (2012) is a graphical user interface front end for LTRharvest and LTRdigest, or any
other transposon detection tool (provided their output is converted accordingly). Beyond
being a useful post processing tool, it is a good starting point for introduction to the real
richness of transposons world [41].

5.8 REPCLASS

REPCLASS (2009) is an automated classification/annotation tool for transposons in genome
sequences, it is aimed to stream-line the detection of transposons in recently sequenced
genomes [42].

Combining the various strategies mentioned either in the introductory chapter to de-
tection or in more detail for LTR transposons, it creates a conglomerate of algorithms
and databases that strive to detect and annotate transposons of any known class (the
only tool listed here that also searches class II - DNA transposons).

For masking of repeats from the RepBase [43] to the genome REPCLASS utilizes
WU-Blast v.2 [44]. Unfortunately REPCLASS does not take advantage of suffix array
approach when detecting LTR transposons, but much rather relies on simpler window
sliding mechanism similar to - but even simpler than - LTR struc approach (lacks the
proper alignment phase), but given the additional support information (TSR, PPT, pol,
. . .) reliability does not suffer drastically for known transposons.
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Figure 5.7: REPCLASS transposon detection conglomerate, separated into 3 distinct mod-
ules with post processing.

Each module is run independently, output of each module is a set of reported transpo-
son features that denote the possible type of transposons that are known to posses such
features. This leaves room for possible parallelism, but also raises a problem of work-load
balancing, that must rely on either dynamic job allocation or solid planning algorithms as
different subroutines have different run-times that is dependent on database content also.
For any subsequence to be considered as potential transposon, at least 2 of the 3 modules
must report some features, these subsequences and their features are then compared with
database of canonical combinations of these features, that map the reported features to the
appropriate transposon classes, this notably reduces the number of false positives.

REPCLASS is listed last as representative of a complete solution concepts, that will
likely surface in near future, or are already locally used throughout genome sequencing
projects. Combining various algorithms and strategies with large emphasis and resources
put into conjuncture of their results.
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5.9 Survey summary

The paper reports on the survey into current transposon prediction tools and algorithms,
and provides brief introduction into DNA and transposons from bioinformatics point of
view. General strategies for transposon detection are outlined and expanded in more detail
on examples of listed tools, these demonstrate the development and improvements achieved
over the last decade in the area of transposon detection. The listed tools were picked specif-
ically to show new ideas or improvement as well pervasive trends, but the list of tools is by
no means exhaustive, it is however sufficient for the general appraisal.

The methodology can be split to:

• De-novo detection - based mostly on set of structural similarities.

• Knowledge-based detection - where database of known motifs is at disposal.

The actual tools are often a conglomerate of several algorithms and databases, where
the aim is to obtain aggregate information based on the output of underlying methods.
Listed tools clearly demonstrate, that while principles of detection remains basically the
same, the improvements in algorithm design has lead to the wast run-time-space improve-
ments, trend being the shift from exact matching based methods to their heuristic based
successors in case of optimal alignment. In case of LTR transposons advances in suffix ar-
ray construction provide another profound example. However underlying theory and detail
on implementation of these state-of-the-art methods was well beyond scope of the survey
and convenience of their application for any given problem must be thoroughly investigated
first. Given the character of these alignment methods it is unlikely that further drastic
run-time improvements can be made without accompanying drastic decrease in reliability
of their prediction.

As a result future development will likely focus mostly on improving the databases
of model transposons or their genes respectively and on automating the process of their
detection, as so far most tools require a considerable amount of fine-tuning in terms of
parameter setting, to annotate any genome properly, this will likely include more refined
post processing methods that will interpret the results of their subroutines with better
confidence.

Overall the progress in transposon oriented detection tools was quite dramatic over the
past decade and is currently poised to meet the still increasing demand resulting from newly
sequenced genomes.
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Chapter 6

LTR prediction algorithm

Given the wide range of algorithms, tools and databases utilized for general transposon
detection, the proposal is to concentrate on LTR transposons oriented algorithms in par-
ticular.

This is due to the fact that methods utilized for detection of other transposons basically
overlap with the LTR oriented methods, while detection of LTR ends presents an additional
unique computational problem that can be approached even in the absence of solid database
of transposon motifs, based solely on the structural features alone.

6.1 Algorithm structure proposal

The basic structure of the algorithm follows the principles outlined in LTR par (see ch. 5.2)
and LTRharvest (see ch. 5.5) is the following:

1. Handle the input and parameters in order to provide optimal throughput.

2. Generate potentials pairs of LTR given the length constraints parameters.

3. Build suffix array and its longest common prefix array.

4. Filter out potential LTR pairs.

5. For each potential LTR pair, obtain an optimal alignment of their neighbouring re-
gions using methods of dynamic programming.

6. Report positions of interest in the genome.

Program is implemented in simple C as bioinformatics tools in general are often very
costly in terms of space and computational time requirements.
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6.2 Input and parameters

Program expects, at minimum (will use default parameters), the following input:

--input=filename

• Simple FASTA format file with single DNA entry consisting of {A,C,G,T} or
{a,c,g,t} nucleotides and {N} or {n} for unknown reads.

FASTA format is widely accepted text based form of storing nucleotide of protein se-
quences, where information is stored in lines of fixed length (usually 60 to 120 characters),
meta information maybe freely introduce into sequence by adding new line starting with ’>’
symbol, the actual syntax and semantics of these meta data, if any, is for users to determine.
Originally this simple format was first introduced as part of FASTA toolset [45].

>2xhumanch22
CCCTAAACCCTAAACCCTAAACCCTAAACCTCTGAATCCTTAATCCCTAAATCCCTAAATCTTTAAATCCTACATCCAT
GAATCCCTAAATACCTAATTCCCTAAACCCGAAACCGGTTTCTCTGGTTGAAAATCATTGTGTATATAATGATAATTTT
ATCGTTTTTATGTAATTGCTTATTGTTGTGTGTAGATTTTTTAAAAATATCATTTGAGGTCAATACAAATCCTATTTCT
GTAATT.......

Figure 6.1: Example of a content of a FASTA file.

For purposes of this algorithm none of the meta data plays any role and is discarded,
all line break symbols are omitted and all nucleotides are uniformly transformed into upper
case, as this is considered de-novo prediction and no prior knowledge of the sequence is re-
quired (usually upper/lower-case can be used to add extra meaning to the bases depending
on the source of the FASTA file, for example BLAST has the option to ignore lower-case
bases when masking genes, in which case lower-case would denote regions know to be junk
DNA).

Additionally following parameters are introduced extracted by standard getopt long only()
routine, values assigned here being the default:

--Dmin=1000 --Dmax=20000
Sets allowed distance between beginning of 5’ LTR and beginning of 3’ LTR of a single
LTR transposon.

--Lmin=100 --Lmax=4000
Sets allowed length of any single 5’ or 3’ LTR end region.

Logical simple constraints for alternative values that would allow for algorithm to exe-
cute properly would then be: Dmin < Dmax , Lmin < Lmax , Lmin < Dmin , Lmax < Dmax

and if violated program terminates with error.

Following section will deal with suffix array (SA) construction, but before we do so, it
is useful to reflect upon the fact, that while constructing SA will aids us greatly in finding
seeds, if constructed over large genome as whole it will inevitably report pairs that are
too far apart, and in doing so, even despite highly optimized construction methods, will
waste valuable computation time sorting many suffixes cannot possibly constitute one single
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LTR retrotransposon (see ch. 6.3), this also negatively reflects in process of candidate pair
generation (see ch. 6.6).

To counter this, input sequence is split into consecutive short segments whose border
regions overlap, so possible LTR transposons can still be detected even if they sit on the
shared border of two segments (see fig. 6.2).

Figure 6.2: Large input genome is partitioned into smaller overlapping segments in order
to improve throughput.

--seg=60000
Is the maximum number of bases in each read segment.

Constraint for segment size is clearly seg > (Dmax + Lmax). Default value was chosen
to provide reasonable performance of the algorithm given the default values of distance
and length constraint. Determining the ideal segment value is a bit more tricky one would
basically seek to balance two opposing groups of factors, whose impact vary depending
on parameter values, actual input sequence of the structure, and even on the hardware
capabilities of the computer:

The longer the segments The shorter the segments
(-) suffixes to sort (+) suffixes to sort
(-) potential seeds too far apart (+) potential seeds too far apart
(+) duplicated work in overlapping regions (-) duplicated work in overlapping regions
(+) overhead of support structures (-) overhead of support structures
(-) processor cache access (+) processor cache access

Table 6.1: Competing factors when determining desired segment size: (−) marks perfor-
mance drawback, (+) marks performance improvement.

While computing the ideal segment size is unlikely to be put into reliable formula, we
can still attempt to find the presumably existing performance peak simply by running the
SA construction and seed generation routines on randomly generated strings, and take time
measurements to see if we will be able to converge to some optimal segment size.

Randomly generated strings provide us with the lower bound estimate of time require-
ments, as they are unlikely to produce longer repeats and will presumably take less time
in construction of their suffix array, and since close homologous repeats in any real data
are also rare relative to most of the genomes we can introduce the following procedure in
pseudo-code to get a reasonable estimate of ideal segment size:
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segment = (D_max + L_max) * large_enough_constant

time = measure_SA_seed_time(segment)

duplicity = (D_max + L_max) / seqment \\ overlapping border regions

time = time + time * duplicity \\ control the same data redundantly

oldtime = time + 1

While (time < oldtime)

oldtime = time

segment = seqment * 0.8

time = measure_SA_seed_time(segment)

duplicity = (D_max + L_max) / seqment

time = time + time * duplicity

time = time + time * 0.2 \\ for equal amount of data

Figure 6.3: Pseudo-code for computing approximation of ideal segment size.

So we basically start with segment size where we assume it’s size is larger than the ideal
and keep decreasing the segment size as along as the performance increases. Whole process
should be repeated several times as it can be subject to unstable performance, note that
approaching ideal segment size from opposite site (starting with very short segments) value
would be even more susceptible to this effect.

Also having shorter segment means we will be more likely to benefit from effect of fast
processor caches.

--getseg=1000
Switches program behaviour to search for approximation of ideal segment size value
assigned to this parameter is the value of factor large_enough_constant from fig. 6.3.

Running with --getseg= parameter the program will simply return the estimate for
ideal segment size to be used in --seg= parameter, provided distance, and length constraints
remain drastically unchanged. So should it be enough to estimate ideal segment size once
for each computer and use the result from there on.

--Lex=?
Sets the fixed minimal length of a repeat to be considered as a potential LTR end
candidate for alignment (see ch. 6.6). Lex is otherwise computed automatically based on
--Lmin and --Hom parameter.

--match=2 --miss=3 --gap = 1
Sets the uniform content of dynamic programming scoring matrix during alignment and
gap penalty (see ch. 6.7). Note miss and gap penalty is taken in as positive integer.

--hom=80
Sets the expected minimal homology between LTR ends (in percent), should be
{70, 71, . . . 89, 99} for reasonable behaviour.

--off=0
Sets the offset value to be added to the output columns that report transposon positions.

This concludes front-way of the algorithm. Following section will use and refer names
of the parameters listed here.
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6.3 Suffix array

Utilization of suffix array (SA) presents the major factor behind introduction of LTR spe-
cialized de-novo prediction tools in past decade. Before introducting the definitions, it is
necessary to emphasize that subject of SA and closely related to suffix trees and string
matching in general and such has a rich history of its own, so much so that deep-in-detail
examination of current state-of-the-art SA construction algorithms is fit subject for thesis
all in itself.

Bearing that in mind, what follows then is a very brief introduction to the SA in or-
der to get a wider perspective of the subject, right before embarking to explore our SA
construction method of choice in closer detail, and while not a completely exhaustive ex-
planation, it will hopefully be deemed sufficient to appraise the core idea and its underlying
implementation.

The suffix tree (ST) is the best known form of storing full index of a string, despite being
subject to much scrutiny over past decades, the suffix tree based algorithms are not all that
common, this is probably due to the fact, that while ST concept is convenient to grasp,
actual efficient algorithmic ST construction are rather complex, and even the best of imple-
mentations struggle with considerable memory requirements [46] for example algorithm by
Kurtz [47] (whose update version is also used in LTRharvest (see ch. 5.5) halved the memory
requirements over contemporary designs but still requires up to 5n bytes per character, this
is because during construction of a ST from a string nodes often need to point to each other.

SA[0]= $
SA[1]= aaacatat$
SA[2]= aacatat$
SA[3]= acaaacatat$
SA[4]= acatat$
SA[5]= at$
SA[6]= atat$
SA[7]= caaacatat$
SA[8]= catat$
SA[9]= t$
SA[10]= tat$

Figure 6.4: Exaple of a suffix tree for string S = acaaacatat and corresponding suffix
array. Note that indexes in leafs are an offset for given suffix in original string, where as in
suffix array indexes denote alphabetical order for given suffix (in SA offset can be inferred
by length of a suffix, but usually there is an extra array for these offsets i.e. I[0] = 10,
I[1] = 2, I[3] = 0 . . . ).

Without going into any detail the ST construction is based around building and ap-
pending sub-trees that correspond to common prefixes of suffixes being sorted.

Historically at least up till 2003 suffix array construction was relaying on prior con-
struction of ST, this was the year when linear construction times of SA from scratch were
proposed [29, 30, 31], and their implementation and refinement in LTR prediction tools
followed years after.

Today as result of competitive endeavour of a few research teams, several different SA
construction algorithms are available, some however only on a theoretical basis, all of which
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are said to provide average Θ(n) construction time for constant size alphabest. Existence
of such variety implies there is no universal solution, and choice of algorithm should be
quite specific for any given problem.

From general perspective following aspects should be considered:

• Length of string S (memory requirements)

• Size of alphabet of S (may affects performance)

• Frequency of repeats in S (as a rule the more similar the suffixes, the more demanding
the SA construction)

For example, some SA construction algorithm are used in Burrows-Wheeler-Transform [48],
that is used for very effective compression, these algorithms are perhaps the most general
as they should work reasonably well with very wide variety of data where large repeats can
exist even if in general are rare [49], on the other hand there are algorithms that can deal
more effectively with data when there are many long repeats [50].

In our case we stand somewhere in between these extremes:

• Genomes present a huge amount of data.

• DNA has limited alphabet.

• Large portions of DNA are inherently random.

• Occasional long repeats are not uncommon.

Given the motivation behind current bioinformatics research it should not be very sur-
prising that DNA specific SA construction algorithms have been proposed, our choice is the
bpr (bucket pointer refinement algorithm) [51].

This concludes the brief introduction into ST and SA, next we’ll put forward some def-
initions and provide more detailed insight into the actual BPR algorithm.

Def. 1. Let alphabet Σ be finite and ordered (that’s for any two characters c1, c2 ∈
Σ : c1 6= c2 → (c1 < c2) ∨ (c1 > c2)).

Def. 2. String S of length n over Σ is S = s1s2s3 . . . sn ∈ Σn.

Def. 3. We introduce extra smallest character $ : $ /∈ Σ ∧ ∀c ∈ Σ : $ < c.

For clarity and ease of explanation we will sometime use $-padded extension of string
S: S+ = S$n

Def. 4. ith suffix of S: SFi = si . . . sn, where i ∈ {1, 2 . . . n}. i is called suffix
number.

Suffix number is alternatively referred in this paper also as suffix offset, suffix starting
position, or suffix index all meant to denote suffix position in string.
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Def. 5. Suffix array of S : SA is permutation of the suffix numbers {1, 2 . . . n},
such that it corresponds to lexicographic ordering of the n suffixes of S.

More precisely for any (k, l) : (1 <= k < l <= n) the suffix SFSA(k) (suffix at
position k in suffix array SA of string S) is by definition lexicographically smaller
then any following suffix SFSA(l).

Notice that while suffix array is often defined as array of sorted suffixes, in much practice
and implementation, we only store starting indexes of these suffixes in the original string,
that effectively provide the same information.

Def. 6. A bucket b = [l, r] : (1 <= l <= r <= n) , is an interval of consecutive
suffixes (SFSA(l), SFSA(l+1) . . . SFSA(r)(S)) in suffix array SA.

Def. 7. A bucket is called level-m bucket bp = [l, r] if all suffixes contained in the bucket
bp : (SFSA(l), SFSA(l+1) . . . SFSA(r)) share the common prefix p of length m.

Buckets play an important role in understanding the principles behind sorting. In
general the sort will progress from lower-levelled, big buckets, to smaller higher-levelled
buckets.

Figure 6.5: Example of a suffix array with alternative notation, note that various bp m-
levelled buckets correspond to equivalence classes induced by shared prefixes of
various m-lengths [30].

Def. 8. Range reduction is bijective function rank : Σ → {0, 1, . . . , (|Σ| − 1)}, that
maps each character from Σ to its rank, such that relative alphabetical order of character
is respected in its rank. Therefore for any c1, c2 ∈ Σ : c1 < c2 → rank(c1) < rank(c2).
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Def. 9. Multiple character encoding is bijective function: coded : Σd → {0, 1, . . . , (|Σ|d − 1)},
that maps any two strings u, v over Σ of length |u| = |v| = d to a number, so that
coded(u) < coded(v), if and only if u is lexicographically smaller then v.

Range reduction allows us to work with the data more effectively, as then they can
be stored in more memory efficient manner and allow for more clear encoding of a whole
sentence to a number. The main point of this endeavour is that we will want to use radix
sort to achieve very fast sorting.

Actual method of encoding a string u = u0u1 . . . ud−1 after range reduction has been
applied is very straight forward: coded(u) =

∑d
k=1 |Σ|d−k · rank(u[k − 1]), so we basically

use number decomposition with base given by the alphabet size.
As a result for any ith suffix SF+

i of S (notice added $-padding, whose sum account to
exactly zero so length of padding is irrelevant) we can obtain encoding of first d characters
coded(SF

+
i ) =

∑d
k=1 |Σ|d−k · rank(S[i+ k − 1]).

Even better, knowing coded(SFi+) we can get coded(SFi+1+) next suffix by shifting
away the leftmost character of SFi and adding the rank of the new rightmost character of
SF+

i+1 (see fig. 6.6).

We can therefore use the following formula to compute encoding for all following suffixes
very efficiently:

Def. 10. Operation where we extract more precise ordering by an additional character is
called radix step.

coded(SF+
i+1) = |Σ|(coded(SF+

i )mod|Σ|d−1) + rank(S+[i + d]).

Figure 6.6: How rank value can be computed for consecutive suffixes.

As we first compute coded(S) and then for each following suffix coded(SF
+
i ) will be

known from previous step, so we shift out the leftmost digit by doing modulo operation
and ascent the remainder of digits up by one order by multiplying by our base of |Σ|, and
finally adding the rank of a rightmost character rank(S+[i+ d]).

In a similar fashion we can compute coded+1(SF
+
i ) = |Σ|d · rank(S[i]) + coded(SFi+1).

Thanks to this efficient method of encoding computation for entire string S = s1s2 . . . sn
is not O(n2) but rather O(n).

The property of multiple character encoding just demonstrated is very much the essence
of radix sort, during which we encode a prefix (most significant/distinctive part) of the
item sorted first, so that based on encoded value of this prefix alone we can already dis-
tinguish a range in final sorted list to which item in question will have to belong (i.e.
bucket).

Radix sort performs best when there are many items to be sorted, best of performance
of algorithm occurs when there is exactly every possible value denoted by the given data
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type present - then encoding simply returns the exact position of item in sorted array. On
the other hand if there are to few items to be sorted it is not uncommon for traditional
sorting algorithms such as quick-sort or merge-sort to outperform radix sort, so often both
approaches are ready to be used based on data type and amount of items being sorted.

As we have shown coded encoding directly provides values for ordering based on mech-
anisms of radix sort.

Please note that for convenience when in later text we will refer to
”
ordering“ we basi-

cally mean the relation derived from comparison of suffixes in question (i.e. comparison of
values or actually the values themselves of coded(SFi) and coded(SFj)).

Perhaps the most common bucket sorting algorithms perform an ordering by dividing
suffixes into buckets based on their leading character, then followed by refinement (often re-
cursive) within each bucket. While this is the most intuitive approach there are advantages
to be had in more refined modification of this basic idea:

• Methods that do not use dependencies among suffixes.

Most representatives of this approach sort the suffixes by leading characters into initial
groups and then refine these groups of suffixes (which will have equal prefixes of some
length). Next the refinement goes on recursively within each group performing radix
steps until unique suffixes are obtained.

• Methods that use order of already computed suffixes in the refinement pro-
cess.

These consider the following, if suffixes SFi and SFj share a common prefix p =
p0p1 . . . pl−1, |p| = l, then their ordering can be derived from the ordering of suffixes
SFi+l and SFj+l (not surprisingly their common prefix gives us no means to differ-
entiate) so what follows after this prefix gives us an actual clue, and sometimes it is
possible we have this information available, because either SFi+l and SFj+l or much
more likely some portions of it have been already computed within another bucket.

So we might obtain some advantage by knowing ordering from separate suffix buckets,
basic strategies for this are further divided into:

– Push strategy uses the obtained ordering in currently computed bucket to for-
ward this ordering into undetermined buckets. Example case being ”copy“
algorithm [52].

– Pull strategy looks up the order of suffixes SFi+l and SFj+l to determine SFi
and SFj , which share prefix of length l, this technique appears more natural and
is present in most algorithms. Used in ”cache“, ”qsufsort“ and ”difference-
cover“ algorithms [49, 52, 50].

It is not uncommon for algorithms to switch between the two methods, by default
they usually start without dependencies between suffixes and eventually switch to try and
utilize these dependencies. And dependency strategies often also mix, as in case of ”deep-
shallow“ [50].

As a result we get rather wide range of possibilities when finding a good SA construction
algorithm for our particular domain of application (see tab. 7.1).
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6.4 Bucket-Pointer Refinement algorithm

The bpr algorithm also adapts both methodologies, as it uses recursive radix step re-
finements (see def. 10) along with pull strategy for dependencies [51]. This is can be
viewed in these phases:

(1) Creation of initial d-level buckets, so that all suffixes that share the common
prefix p of length d belong to one bucket. That is basically computing coded(SFi)
for all suffixes of S = s1s2 . . . sn, so that within each bucket the coded(SF ) of all
its containing suffixes is the one single value. This means there can potentially be up
to |Σ|d buckets, one for each possible value of coded(SFi).

To divide suffixes into bucket two scans of must be performed:

(a) We count how many times each possible value of coded(SFi) occurred (using
radix step - (see def. 10)), and based on this we divide SA into ranges that corre-
spond to buckets (lower values denote lexicographically lower buckets-suffixes).
Starting and ending positions of each bucket b = [r, l] is stored in table bkt of
size |Σ|d.

(b) We map the suffix numbers (see def. 4) to their corresponding buckets, so
that ith suffix SFi occupies bucket number coded(SFi) (order of appearance
of suffixes within their bucket does not matter, so far they just share common
prefix of length d).

Specifically bkt[j] holds starting position of a bucket with suffixes whose

coded(SFi) = j, this also means that bkt[j + 1] − bkt[j] is the number of
suffixes in bkt[j].

Usually parameter d should be d < log(n). For tweaking performance of algorithm
d should also reflect expected frequency and average lengths of repeats in input string
(these are also a function of a length of the string).

Point being we don’t want d to be neither too small nor too big. If d is too small
relative to the repeat properties of input string the buckets will be too large a suffixes
will not be divided enough to benefit fully from divide-and-conquer strategy of sorting,
and if d is too big we will have many buckets, each with very few suffixes to make
the division into buckets worthwhile, as we would have just very much sorted most of
the suffixes in one single (and very costly) step.

We can, at the very least assume, that strings are random and infer the d from size of
alphabet Σ. In general the bigger the |Σ| the smaller the d (as long common prefixes
should be less likely). Experiments have shown that value d = 7 works well for DNA
alphabets.

(2) We introduce bucket pointers bptr[i] for each suffix SFi, so that suffixes with
same d-length prefix share the same bucket pointer. So after phase (1). all bptr[i]
points to the bucket where its suffix has been assigned.
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More precisely bptr[i] points to the position in SA (see def. 5) of the right-
most suffix in the bucket.

Given a bucket bp = [l, r]→ [SA[l], SA[l+1], . . . , SA[r]] just recently created and
sorted with suffixes SFSA[l], SFSA[l+1] . . . SFSA[r], then bucket pointers of these
suffixes bptr[SA[l]] = bptr[SA[l + 1]] = · · · = bptr[SA[r]] = r

this can be obtain through bkt table of buckets bptr[i] = bkt[coded(SFi)+1]−1 =
r, where bkt[coded(SFi) + 1] refers to the start of the very next bucket, so posi-
tion before it is the right-most suffix in our current the bucket whose number is
coded(SFi).

As a result lexicographically smaller suffixes (that share one bucket), have smaller
bucket pointer compared to lexicographically larger suffixes.

The idea behind bucket pointer is to keep the pointer aimed to the bucket that can
potentially contain dependency information that can be ”pulled“ for help in sorting
the suffix to which this pointer belongs, when we may need it.

(3) We proceed with recursive refinement within sub-buckets of every bucket, while
using the dependencies accessible through bptr. During the refinement bptr[i] gets
updated as suffixes SFi will belong to more and more specific sub-buckets.

Consider m-levelled bucket bp = [l, r]→ [SA[l], SA[l + 1], . . . , SA[r]] that share
prefix p of length m, then during refinement procedure the suffixes in SFi con-
tained in bp are sorted according to their bucket pointer bptr[i] and m, so for each
SA[k] : l <= k <= r in bp:

bptr[SA[k] +m] is then used as a sort key for SFSA[k] during classical sorting by:

• Insertion sort for smaller buckets ((r − l) < 16).

• Quick sort for bigger buckets.

This is the most tricky part of the algorithm, as this is where pull strategy is
employed, by using bptr[SA[k] + m] as a sort key for SA[k] rather then using
SFSA[k] themselves we are able to sort the remainder of the suffixes within that
bucket, by using results of sorting from previous sort steps.

After this bucket sort, we can determine its sub-buckets each containing suffixes shar-
ing the same sort key as obtained by bptr[SA[k] + m], so for each suffix we update
their pointer bptr[SA[k]] to point to the new bucket (again it’s rightmost suffix
in SA). So again for some sub-bucket b = [l, r] : ∀SA[k] : l <= k <= r :
bptr[SA[k]] = r.

After updating the bucket pointer we may continue to call refinement procedure recur-
sively for all the buckets, and their sub-buckets, until no two consecutive suffixes in SA
have the same bucket pointer value bptr[SA[k]]. Also as recursion level progresses
we keep increasing depth-of-sort parameter mnew = mold + d for each level.

See fig. 6.7 for example of the bucket refinement step.
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To see how this works one should realize, that the shortest of suffixes where |SFi| <= d
will during phase (1) form a distinctive buckets, with only one suffix each. These successfully
sorted suffixes will be referred by some more longer, not yet completely sorter, suffixes via
bptr[SA[k] + m] bucket pointer, and therefore will be eventually themselves divided into
sub-buckets.

However not every recursion must actually lead to any sorting, this can be because
buckets referred by bptr[SA[k] +m] are the same value, which again would be logical result
of a fact that these suffixes have long shared prefix.

Notice this time we cannot use the bkt array, as it has no space for all the sub-buckets,
but we can still easily determine where buckets begin and end just by going over consec-
utive suffixes in SA, as those whose value bptr[SA[k]] is identical belong to the same bucket.

Phase (3) in principle should create sort of a chain reaction over whole SA that is being
constructed, as we sort longer and longer suffixes, based on the previous sorting of shorter
suffixes of these longer suffixes.

The main difficulty lies in understanding the relation between bucket pointer, depth-
of-sort parameter and partially sorted SA, that allows for this happen (see fig. 6.7), when
we take bptr[SA[k] + m] as a sort key for SA[k], we basically ask to which bucket suffix
SF(SA[k]+m) belongs, which it self is a suffix of a longer suffix SA[k] that is beying sorted,
and if the referred buckets are not the same (bptr[SA[k1] + m] 6= bptr[SA[k2] + m]) than
suffixes SA[k1] and SA[k2] begin to differ in their suffixes from offset m and on.

BPR doesn’t stop there, it additionally employs further heuristics to help with some
weak points of this mechanisms, such as: If we encounter bucket consisting of suffixes that
share a common prefix much larger then current offset m, we could end up running the
refinement step procedure times and times again without actually sorting the contents of
a bucket, to avoid this, if during refinement step no division of a bucket is achieved, we
will actively search for the lowest offset m that actually divides the bucket, so we keep
incrementing the mnew = mold + d until the first division is achieved.

As a result every time refinement step is called the division will occur, and this will also
speed up the whole phase (3) process, as we are guaranteed that more division will occur
in each iteration over buckets, that will in turn help future division to occur more likely
due to bptr pull-links.
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Figure 6.7: Example of a refinement of a bucket.

Shown is the situation of whole a SA and bptr arrays right after initial radix sort
(phase (1)) and after sorting the bucket b = [3, 5] (as first two non-empty buck-
ets are already sorted having one suffix each). Bucket b = [3, 5] contains suffixes
SF1 = efefefaa, SF3 = efefaa, SF5 = efaa with common prefix

”
ef“, these suffixes

at positions [1, 3, 5] in S therefore also share the same bucket whose right-most suffix
SF5 = efaa has position in 5 > 3 > 1 in S, therefore bptr[1] = bptr[3] = bptr[5] = 5 as
described in phase (2).

For suffixes in bp = [3, 5]→ {SF1, SF3, SF5}, |p| = m = 2 we obtain following (bprt[SA[k]+
m] : 3 <= k <= 5) sort keys: bptr[1 + 2] = 5 = bptr[3 + 2] and bptr[5 + 2] = 2, bucket is
then reordered according to value of sort keys using insert sort so SF5 (bptr returns 2) will
precede SF1 and SF3 (bptr returns 5) in SA.
This divides original bucket bp = [3, 5] into two buckets (as bptr[SA[k]+m] has returned two
distinct values (5 once and 2 twice)) bp1 = [3, 3] → {SF5} and bp2 = [3, 5] → {SF1, SF3},
finally we must update the bptr[SA[k]] of recently sorted suffixes so they point to the
position in SA, that belongs to the right-most suffix in its new current bucket, so for
bp1 = [l = 3, r = 3] : SFi : ∀i ∈ {5} : bptr[i] = r = 3 and bp2 = [l = 4, r = 5] : SFi : ∀i ∈
{1, 3} : bptr[i] = r = 5
This concludes a single refinement step for b = [3, 5] as described in phase (3) and shown
in this figure.

Next the same refinement step will then be applied recursively for bp = [4, 5] (as bp = [3, 3]
cannot be divided further) and to bp = [7, 8] eventually to complete the construction of SA
in this case, where each bucket contains exactly one suffix.
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6.5 Longest common prefix

Now that we have successfully constructed a suffix array for our input segment we will try
to find regions, that could be 5’ and 3’ end of some LTR transposon.

First we need to define longest common prefix and so called longest common prefix
(LCP) array for given suffix array (SA). SA and LCP complement each other in order
provide us convenient data structure that is meant for exact string matching as we
will show afterwards.

Def. 11. Length of longest common prefix (cpl(a,b)) is a function that takes in two
strings and returns the length of their longest possible common prefix.

So for example cpl(abacd, abcd) = 2, cpl(abcd, dca) = 0. We chose to call the function

”
cpl“ rather then

”
lcp“ to avoid confusion with LCP array.

Def. 12. Longest common prefix array (LCP) of some suffix array (SA), holds
lengths of longest possible common prefix for any two consecutive suffixes in SA, in their
order of appearance in SA.

So for string S = s1s2 . . . sn$, where ’$’ marks the end of a string.
with suffixes SFi (SF1 = (s1s2 . . . sn$), SF2 = (s2s3 . . . sn$), . . . , SFn = ($))
that are lexicographically sorted via their offsets in suffix array SA = [o1, o2, o3, . . . , on]
so that SFo1 ≤lex SFo2 ≤lex · · · ≤lex SFon

The size of |LCP | is (|SA| − 1) as there are (n− 1) consecutive pairs:
LCP = [cpl(SFo1 , SFo2), cpl(SFo2 , SFo3), . . . , cpl(SFon−1 , SFon)]

Unlike some other SA construction algorithms, BPR does not provide LCP as a product
of SA construction, using buckets as sort keys simply does not produce exact offsets on
where the suffixes begin to differ. So we need to compute LCP from the string S and its
SA provided by BPR algorithm, but our goal is to do so without directly computing cpl()
for each consecutive suffix pair as that would be very inefficient. Constructed SA actually
already holds a clue as to what LCP will be, we just need to extract it properly [53]:

Def. 13. Inverse suffix array SA−1 of some suffix array (SA):
SA[k] = i⇔ SA−1[i] = k.

Simply put, if SA tells us which ith suffix SFi is ordered as kth lexicographically small-
est suffix, then SA−1 tells us for each suffix SFi where is it placed in SA - what’s its
lexicographical order k among rest of the suffixes.

SA−1 can be easily constructed in one traversal over original SA, swapping indexes and
values as it goes.

Now we look at some properties of LCP , SA and SA−1 that form the principle behind
LCP construction from SA.

The cpl between two suffixes is the minimum of the cpls of all pairs of adjacent suffixes
between them in SA:

cpl(SFSA[x],SFSA[z]) =
x<y≤z
min{cpl(SFSA[y−1], SFSA[y])}
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This is the very basic property of SA as, being sorted, it locally accumulates suffixes
that share common prefix, and the longer their common prefix the closer they will be to
each other within SA and the bigger their cpl will be.

Lemma 1. This also suggest, that cpl of a pair of an adjacent suffixes in SA (that is LCP),
is greater than or equal to the cpl of a pair of suffixes that surround them:

cpl(SFSA[y−1]SFSA[y]) ≥ cpl(SFSA[x], SFSA[z]), (x < y ≤ z)

LCP [y − 1] ≥ cpl(SFSA[x], SFSA[z]), (x < y ≤ z)

Again since the SA holds the sorted suffixes, to expect otherwise would break this prop-
erty of SA.

Lemma 2. If cpl of adjacent suffixes in SA is longer then 1 (that is LCP > 1), then the
ordering remains unchanged after deleting single character at start of both suffixes (1), and
cpl of these shortened suffixes decreases by 1 (2).

If LCP [x− 1] > 1

⇒ SA−1[SA[x− 1] + 1] < SA−1[SA[x] + 1]

⇒ cpl(SF(SA[x−1]+1), SF(SA[x]+1)) = cpl(SF(SA[x−1]), SFSA[x]) - 1

As should be obvious, since we cannot determine the order of two string based on their
common prefix alone. What’s more important is the usage of the inverse suffix array SA−1

to access some jthsub-suffix of a suffix (here j = 1).

Finally consider how to compute the cpl between suffix SFSA[i] and its adjacent suf-
fix SFSA[i+1] in SA, that is how to compute LCP [i] = cpl(SFSA[i], SFSA[i+1]), when the
LCP [i− 1] = cpl(SFSA[i−1], SFSA[i]) is known.

First lets set:
a consecutive pair (p,q) so that p = SA−1[i− 1] and q = SA−1[i]
and a pair ((j-1),k) so that (j − 1) = SA[p− 1] and k = SA[q − 1], then:

If (LCP [p] = cpl(SF(j−1), SF(i−1))) > 1

⇒ (LCP [q] = cpl(SFk, SFi)) ≥ LCP [p]− 1

This tells us, that when cpl between SFi−1 and it adjacent suffix is h, then we do not
need to compare all characters when we compute cpl for SFi and its adjacent suffix. If
suffices to compare from hth characters. And if h is 1 or 0 we will compare from the start.

Same principle can be used when constructing the LCP from SA (see fig.6.9), as we will
actually never have to traverse more than the original number of characters in S, again a
beneficial result of SA being sorted.
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input: S, SA,SAI // string, its suffix array and inverse suffix array

h = 0

For i = 1 to |S|

If (SAI[i] > 1)

j = SA[SAI[i]-1] //

While S[i+h] == S[j+h]

h++

LCP[SAI[i]] = h

If h > 0

h--

Figure 6.8: Pseudo-code for computing LCP from SA [53].

Having the LCP array available will allow us to quickly identify suffixes that share some
common prefix of requested length, for example finding highest values in LCP directly points
us to the longest exact repeats in the whole string.
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6.6 Candidate LTR pair generation

Now that we have a suffix array (SA) and corresponding longest common prefix array
(LCP), we are ready to seek for short exact repeats that lay within some predeter-
mined distance from each other, from now on we will refer to them as ”seeds“. We
adapt the approach proposed in LTR par [28].

Seeds are sought based on the following criteria (see ch. 6.2):
Dmin - minimal distance between seeds.
Dmax - maximal distance between seeds.
Lex - minimal size of a repeat to be considered as a seed.

If Lex is not provided as parameter we infer it from --hom (percentage of homology
between LTR pairs in percent) and −Lmin (minimal length of LTR end) parameters:

Lex = Lmin · 0.5·Hom100

Alternatively if mutation rate ψ, taken as a fraction of a whole genome over some period
of time is given, then we can infer the Lex for the mutated LTR to be about:

ψ = point mutations
genome size Lex = Lmin

ψ·Lmin+1

A pair of genomic locations (i1, i2) is considered as seed when it satisfies both following
constraints:

• for distance: i1 +Dmin ≤ i2 ≤ (i1 +Dmax)

• for length: cpl(SFi1 , SFi2) ≥ Lex and S[i1 − 1] 6= S[i2 − 1]

So seed need to be close enough, but not too close, and far apart enough but not too
far away. They have to share a common prefix of at least Lex, and finally both suffixes has
to be left maximal in regards to string S.

So if for example cpl(SFi1 , SFi2) == (Lex+10) and S[i1−1] 6= S[i2−1] we only consider
the (i1, i2) and omit the shorter sub-suffixes on pairs ((i1 + 1, i2 + 1), (i1 + 2, i2 + 2), . . . (i1 +
10, i2 + 10)), that would also satisfy the distance and length constraints, we pick the only
the best - longest of repeats.

To find a valid seeds, we need to arrange positions i ∈ {1, 2, . . . |S|} (and their corre-
sponding suffixes) in SA in a way that will allow for effective generation of potential seeds
which are long enough, that will be afterwards scanned if they also match the distance. We
do this in 3 steps:

1. Partition the positions into buckets on LCP array, such that each bucket holds
consecutive suffixes in SA whose cpl(SF(SA[i]), SF(SA[i+1])) ≥ Lex, and internally sub-
partition all suffixes SFj in each bucket into subsets based on character in S[i− 1],
so that any two left-maximal suffixes are in different subsets.

2. Sort the starting positions of suffixes within each bucket, to allow efficient distance
constraint check.
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3. Efficiently generate seeds, given the distance constraints.

First of all we scan the LCP for buckets B = {B1, B2, . . . Bm}.

Each bucket Bk = [l, r] corresponds to one maximal interval in LCP, such that:
∀i : l <= i <= r : LCP [i] ≥ Lex

B // list of buckets

SA // suffix array

LCP // longest common prefix array

i = 1

While (i < |S|)

If (LCP[i] >= Lex)

B_new = createnewbucket(i); // is start of bucket in lcp

B_new.addsuffix(SA[i-1])

While (i <|S| && LCP[i] >= Lex)

B_new.addsuffix(SA[i])

i++

B.addbucket(B_new)

i++

Figure 6.9: Pseudo-code for computing LCP buckets.

So we get |B| of these intervals. Now each Bk contains number of consecutive suffixes:
Bk → {SFSA[l], SFSA[l+1], . . .SFSA[r]}

These suffixes need to be sorted by their offsets (SA[l], SA[l + 1], . . . SA[r]) in S, we do this
using Quick-sort and obtain sorted buckets.
Note that if we had strongly degenerated strings, such as long string composed of one
single repeated character, then radix sort would be a better option, but for real genome
data full of imperfect repeats, and given that we have segmented the input into smaller
manageable section, the buckets will not be large enough for radix sort to make much, if
any, positive difference.

Final step before distance constraint check, is partitioning each bucket into so called Lsets.
For sorted suffixes of bucket Bk → SFi1 < SFi2 < SFi3 · · · < SFi|Bk|

we create |Σ|-many

Lsetkc , for each c ∈ Σ = {A,C, T,G,N}:

Lsetkc = {i ∈ Bk | S[i − 1] = c} and relative order of each suffix in Lset still is still the
same as it was in sorted Bk

So we just iterate over suffixes sorted bucket Bk = [l, r] from l to r and append each suffix
SFi to its Lset as it appears during the iteration, based on value of S[i− 1] character.
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Figure 6.11: Demonstration of a seed generation on ordered Lsets, shows, the seeds can
only be generated between suffixes in two different Lsets. Furthermore since Lsets are
ordered, then potential positions for pairing position i′, that followed after i, are restricted
to a section of target Lset denoted by a previous search for position i. [28].

Once we obtain all the Lsetkc ∈ Bk for all bucketsBk ∈ B, we can proceed to seed generation:

Input: bucket Bk
For (c1 ∈ Σ){ For (c2 ∈ Σ){
If (c1 6= c2||c1 ==′ N ′||c2 ==′ N ′){
For (i ∈indexof Lsetkc1){
bi = min{j | j ∈indexof Lsetkc2 , Dmin ≤ (Lsetkc2 [j]− Lsetkc1 [i]) ≤ Dmax}
ei = max{j | j ∈indexof Lsetkc2 , Dmin ≤ (Lsetkc2 [j]− Lsetkc1 [i]) ≤ Dmax}
∀j : (bi ≤ j ≤ ei) : GenerateSeed(Lsetkc1 [i], (Lsetkc2 [j])
}}}}

Figure 6.10: Pseudo-code for seed (i, j) generation.

The code in fig. 6.10 shows the basic principle, in more detail we can take advantage
of the fact that Lsets are sorted. All we need to do is to perform linear scan, and start
generating seed once (j − i) ≥ Dmin as long as (j − i) ≤ Dmax.

Also we don’t have to compute the valid rage of indexes for seeds (bi, ei) by going through
whole Lsetkc2 for each position i. Once the first valid seed was found we can determine where
in target Lsetkc2 the following seeds can occur (see fig. 6.11). As i advances in Lsetkc1 we
perform shorter and shorter linear scans for j position Lsetkc2 , thus reducing the number of
positions in Lsets that are being tested for distance constraints.
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6.7 LTR pair alignment

Now that we have all the seeds = ((i1, j1), (i2, j2), . . . (ik, jk)), we are going to try and align
their bordering regions to see whether these could constitute a homologous regions. We do
this using modified version classical global-alignment method of dynamic programming [20],
with linear gap penalties.

Sc A C G T
A 8 -3 -3 -3
C 8 -3 -3
G 8 -3
T 8

Mi,j is maximum from:
↘: Mi−1,j−1 + Sc(seq1(i), seq2(j)) (match/miss value)

→: Mi,j−1 − gap (penalty for gap in row)
↓: Mi−1,j − gap (penalty for gap in column))

(gap = -2)
0 A C G T C . . .
A ↘ 8 → 6 → 4 → 2 → 0 . . .
C ↓6 ↘16 →14 →12 →10 . . .
T ↓4 ↓14 ↘13 ↘19 →17 . . .
T ↓2 ↓12 ↓11 ↘21 → 19 . . .
A ↘8 ↓10 ↓ 9 ↓19 ↘18 . . .

. . .

Figure 6.12: Example of scoring matrix, rule for computation of a cell value, and example
of alignment of two sequences, with emphasized anchor (perfect match seed of Lex = 2),
and trace-back route to score peak for visible section of the alignment matrix.

Algorithm uses a scoring matrix and an alignment matrix (see fig. 6.12) the size of our
alignment matrix is determined to be at most Lmax parameter (in either direction). In
classical global alignment we would obtain the alignment score in the most-bottom-right
cell, in our case however, since we do not necessarily seek to align the sequences of length
Lmax, we simply look for the cell with highest-value cell in the alignment matrix.

Distance between cell[0, 0] and highest-value cell in the alignment matrix denotes the
expected size and border of presumed LTR end.

Seeds provide us with an exact match that we use as an anchor to build up an initial
score, this Lex long sequence is present in all seeds and its alignment give always positive
score, well call this score AnchorScore.

We use AnchorScore for simple heuristics, where we stop further computation of an
alignment matrix, once no single cell in recently computed row and column is above
(−AnchorScore) value.

We define homology H for the alignment of potential LTR pairs as:

H = best obtained score
identity score

Given matrix Sc in fig. 6.12 : identity score = (lengthofalignment) ∗ 8
We can take advantage of the fact that we don’t have to trace back to compute precise

identity score, when Sc has the common single value for matches and mismatches for all
characters.
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Alignment homology H is compared to parameter --hom, to decide if obtained align-
ment will be considered as LTR pair. If H holds we mark the range in the genome denoted
by this LTR as occupied, and avoid aligning any further seeds that are both wholly within
already occupied ranges (as these will presumably align into already known LTR and align-
ment is costly).

As is common with the dynamic programming alignment algorithms, behaviour is very
dependent on actual values in scoring matrix and gap penalty.

Gene masking uses local alignment dynamic programming [21]. It builds on very much
the same principles like global alignment, that is scoring matrix, alignment matrix and
match, mismatch and gap penalties.

The difference being that, if a new value for a cell would be Mi,j < 0⇒Mi,j = 0, which
is very much like if we were trying to compute global alignment from each possible offset.

We always try to match some gene-sequence into internal region of a LTR transposon,
excluding the aligned LTR regions.

Additional simple signals can be sought on the border of resulting LTR alignment (see
fig. 5.3):

• TGTG motif on 5’ border inside of both LTR ends.

• CACA motif on 3’ border inside of both LTR ends.

• Poly-purine tract (high density of A and G nucleotides) at the very end of inside
region, before ’3 LTR end begins.

• Open Reading Frames (ORF) are basically sections of inner region without stop
codons (TAG, TAA, TGA), since genetic code works with triplets, we can check
for them in with offsets (0,1,2), if we get a large ORF chances are good there is actual
gene payload present (such as reverse transcriptase).

Other signals are subject to too much mutation and variation and can be hardly detected
without support of annotated database, most profoundly Primer Binding Sites are almost
omnipresent in retrotransposons, but come unfortunately come in variety of about 200
tRNA-like sequences.
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6.8 Output

Output is basically a table with semicolon separated columns to stdout in the following
order:

TRbeg : position of transposon start in genome with addition of --off parameter.

TRend : position of end of transposon with addition of --off parmaeter

Llen : how long its aligned LTR 5’ end is.

Rlen : how long its aligned LTR 3’ end is.

Hom : how homologous (0.0 . . . 1.0) its LTR ends are.

ORFlen : length of a longest open reading frame in inner region.

PPTratio: ratio of purines (A,G) to pyrimidines (T,C) before 3’ LTR end.

Also various processing information and error exceptions maybe printed to stderr.
The idea is to provide simple CSV (comma separated values) file, that can be processed
externally so that user can set up his own criteria and filters as to define what constitutes
a reliable match based on the reports provided by the algorithm.

6.9 Notes on implementation

Implementation of the algorithm can take advantage over low-level capabilities of C lan-
guage, some care was taken in hopes of maintaining good memory locality as well as saving
needless system calls by reusing already allocated memory.

Having restricted calculation at any time to limited segment, the resulting pipe-line
like processing allows for a more loose memory restraints, as result algorithm is meant to
be more time-effective rather than space effective, allocating resources in advanced with
sufficient reserves in relatively big chunks.

Relevant optimization flags are set up in the compilation environment managed by
Autotools conglomerate (Autoconf, libtool, automake) [54]. Although optimization is by
no means exhaustive or final.
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Chapter 7

Testing

7.1 Generic datasets

Generic random datasets were used to better appraise the:

• Lower bound time complexity of the algorithm.

• Sensitivity of Lex and its statistical significance.

Pseudo-random strings over |Σ| = 4 with equal distribution were generated for this
purpose. The rationale is that randomly generated strings provide the kind of data that
allow algorithm to run smoothly, as operation mostly involve sorting and sifting, where
increased entropy can only be of advantage.

Figure 7.1: Graph showing the time-demand behaviour of seed generation procedure, no
alignment is done. Note that extra work resulting from duplicity in overlapping segments
has minimal impact on the performance, and manifests clearly only in the shortest of
segments, that overlap a lot.
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Figure 7.1 illustrates the positive effect of segmentation, while demonstrating the impact
Lex parameter will always have on the runtime. It is important to keep in mind that this
is based on the input of maximal entropy, where longer exact matches are as unlikely
as possible, so whatever negative effect can be observed in these generic strings will also
manifest with more urgency in any real data.

It is therefore very advisable, and the experiments conform this, to keep segment size
to minimum depending on the distance and length parameter good segment usually would
be in range of: seg = 〈3 · (Lmax +Dmax); 6 · (Lmax +Dmax)〉.

The BPR algorithm for SA construction is surprisingly robust (see tab. 7.1), even when
it was faced with highly degenerated strings (large repeating sections or string composed of
single character). And as it is virtually independent of any input parameter, save alphabet
size (which for us is constant of 4 or 5), it presents the most stable and dependable part of
the solution.

Unlike BPR unfortunately, the latter seed generation procedure can suffer noticeable
performance spikes, when confronted with degenerated strings, this would include large
regions in genomes denoted by very long (thousands of base pairs) uniform sequences of
’N’ character. These regions expand into very large LCP buckets and when being sorted
impede the progress drastically.

Much the same effect, although even distributed along more buckets and across all the
input, has the lowering of Lex parameter. Change of distance or length parameters has
no real measurable impact on performance of BPR and seed generation prior to alignment
phase, as all these parameters do here is providing a threshold value to decide which seeds
will be allowed to take part in alignment phase.

For the most part whole SA construction and seed generation section of the algorithm
adheres to presumed amortized O(n) time behaviour, with occasional O(nlog(n)) due tu
overflowing buckets.

7.2 Alignment

The chosen basic alignment method was picked with intention to get the the best possible
alignment regardless of the significant cost of alignment matrix computation, this however
turned out to be flawed presumption.

While testing and consecutively adjusting the scoring matrix has shown a significant
alteration in an alignment phase behaviour (willingness to bridge gaps or maintain conser-
vative near-exact matches), there seems to be no universal ideal setting, that would provide
satisfactory outcome for most situations. Problem being that, when confronted with task
of determining the LTR end borders, alignment seldom gets the border exactly right by
picking the cell with best score, particularly if two LTR end’s should exhibit higher rate of
diverges.

As a consequence additional LTR signals will tend to report false negatives more often,
leaving us with little confidence in terms of automatic classification.

Second to reliability issues is the time demand of computing a matrix of size (Lmax)2,
given the very fast and well optimized seed generation process, the global alignment pro-
cedure is rather wasteful. This is however one of the common features of de-novo LTR
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prediction tools, where usually between 80%− 95% of CPU time is spent on the alignment,
from this perspective parameters Lex and Lmax and scoring matrix for alignment are the
most significant variables that denote the running time of the algorithms easily spanning
from minutes to tens of minutes, even hours depending on the parameters mentioned. But
naturally not all the extreme set ups are possibly worth running.

So apparently future development of the application must concentrate on incorporating
more advanced alignment technique, if the tool is to have a real, practical application.
Core issue in the alignment algorithms in general is that there is no single universal metric
for homology, approaches vary, and it is not uncommon to let the user define what the
homology actually is, as in our case where he does so by providing the content of a scoring
matrix.

7.3 Real datasets

Provided the mixed results due to limited capabilities of the alignment method, the results
for real data sets are rather unsatisfactory in practice. Nevertheless comparing my results
for Drosophila Melanogaster genome with its Genome Browser [55] RepeatMasker [25] track
and LTRharvest [36] output in an external spreadsheet program showed that for each
validated full length LTR transposons, there exist a report from my algorithm whose mid
point lies within the confirmed LTR transposon.

Suggesting that seed generation can pick up well on their LTR ends, be it that aligned
borders do not match very well with the desired result.

Table 7.1: Comparison benchmark demonstrates that there is advantage to be had in DNA
specialized suffix array construction, such as BPR [51]. Notice the grave impact of large
repeats on some SA construction algorithms.
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Figure 7.2: Histogram comparing LCP values (length of maximal repeats) found in ran-
domly generated sequence (the amount of total nucleotides is equal) with uniform distri-
bution and actual real genome of Drosophila Melanogaster. Y scale is logarithmic, and D.
Melanogasters genome LCP histogram continues will beyond up to few 400bp long exact
match repeats.

Main deficit of the final algorithm being the inability to filter out well the valid LTR
reports from the rest of many remaining close repeats of which there are many (see fig. 7.2),
most probably as result of a unreliable support signals that are derived from poor alignment
procedure.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

While the unambiguously defined exact matching of close exact repeats using suffix array
and longest common prefix array performs successfully, the following design however fails to
meet the expectation by being unable to highlight and filter out desired matches based on
LTR transposons specific features, given the results claimed and demonstrated by designs
similar to mine, I suspect the inappropriate or poorly implemented alignment method to
be the major source of the problem.

There is an wide offer of tools that could, and many possibly will, resolve the issue.

Also during testing and comparison to state-of-the art tools it has become increasingly
apparent, that proper automatic annotation cannot be done based structural similarities
alone - although these can be successfully utilized as a precursors to regions of interest in
the scanned genome.

One of the bright points of the thesis lies in convenient introduction into widely studied
area of suffix arrays and fast exact matching. It was also interesting to put my theoretical
knowledge from the bioinformatics field into practice, as it turns out, and not all that
surprisingly, there is a profound difference in conceptual understanding of the algorithms
and methods used, and their actual practical application that would lead to tangible results.
And finally I welcomed and enjoyed the opportunity the hone my English writing skills.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Abbreviations

DNA - Deoxyribonucleic acid
RNA - Ribonucleic acid
TIR - terminal inverted regions
TSR,TSD - target site repeat, target site duplication
SA - suffix array
ST - suffix tree
S - string
SFi - suffix of S starting at position i in S
cpl - longest common prefix length
LCP - longest common prefix array

A.2 Installation and instructions

System must have ’Autotools’ present. In the root of the project, in ’configure.in’ setup
desired CFLAG flags (debug/optimization), then simply run:

autoconf --force --install

.\configure

make

Executable is found in: ./src/Main/ltrfilter
To Run with default parameters:
./ltrfilter –input=filename
To run with custom parameters:
./ltrfilter --input=dme.fa --Lex=100 --seg=90000 --Dmax=20000 --Dmin=1500
--Lmin=500 --Lmax=3000 --hom=80 --match=2 --miss=2 --gap=4
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